Abstract-Using a broad range of gamma-ray uranium standards and two plutonium samples of known isotopic content, list mode gamma ray information from two Compton suppressed and one planar HPGe detectors were analyzed according to the time information of the signals. Interferences from Cs-137 were introduced. In this study, we extended singles measurements by exploring the potential of simultaneously using both singles and coincidence data for U/Pu assay. The main goals of this exploratory study are: 1) whether one will be able to use coincidence information in addition to the complicated 100-keV unfolding to obtain extra information of uranium and plutonium isotopic ratios, and 2) with higher energy interference gammarays from isotopes such as Cs-137, can the coincidence information help to provide the isotopic information.
I. INTRODUCTION
ranium and plutonium singles gamma-ray non-destructive assay has been proven to provide a measure of an accurate broad range uranium/plutonium isotopic content for safeguards. Codes such as MGA++ [1] and FRAM [2] have been developed and are widely used in the safeguards community using an HPGe gamma-ray detector system for this sole purpose.
The MGA++ code developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory typically uses the low energy part (<300-keV) of the gamma-ray information from both uranium and plutonium that can be obtained with a planer detector with good energy resolution (<600eV @ 120-keV), so that robust unfolding of complicated 100-keV region for both uranium and plutonium gamma-ray spectra is possible. The unfolding mechanisms employed in the code for plutonium and uranium isotopic contents are shown in Fig. 1 and 2 , respectively. The dominant gamma-ray groups, for example, used in the unfolding of plutonium gamma-rays are listed in Table 1 . Since the uranium analysis relying on the daughter gammarays of U-238, either secular equilibrium between the U-238 parent and Pa-234 daughters or known separation time is required. In general, for pure and homogeneous samples, MGA++ analysis provides good results.
Fig. 1 MGA++ unfolding of the complicated 100-keV plutonium gamma-ray region using information in Table 1 In this study, we extended singles measurements by exploring the potential of simultaneously using both singles and coincidence data for U/Pu assay. The main goals of this exploratory study are: 1) whether one will be able to use coincidence information in addition to the complicated 100-keV unfolding to obtain extra information of uranium and plutonium isotopic ratios, and 2) with higher energy interference gamma-rays from isotopes such as Cs-137, can the coincidence information help to provide the isotopic information. Some dominant coincidence gamma-rays for uranium and plutonium are listed in Table II [3] as well as the energy of the excite state in the daughter nuclides. It is also important to note that because of the high -Z internal conversion as well as multipolarity of the decay, the actually observable coincidence gamma-rays may not be the pair on the list. Most of the coincidence gamma-rays are low-energy and mostly from U-235 decay; the U-238 coincidences seldom observed because coincidences gamma-rays document is are in a pattern of highenergy (low-detection efficiency) -low energy (high internal conversion) behavior. This is one reason we are using single high-energy gamma-ray information of U-238 daughter decay (e.g., 1001-keV and 766-keV, etc) to obtain the U-238 information in the sample. Similar coincidence behaviors in the plutonium decay are seen from the list. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
List mode data acquisition system MPA-3 from FAST ComTec [4] was used. The system has an internal clock that generates a 50nS accuracy time stamp and writes an event-byevent file to the computer hard disk. Coincidence and single data can then be sorted according to the signal arrival in time.
Two HPGe detectors (e.g., GEM-30P4) from ORTEC with custom made bismuth germanate (BGO) suppression shields and a planar detector were used in this study (Fig. 3) . Both Compton-suppressed detectors sit on separate laser tables supported by gears with sub-mm geometry precision. The preamplifier signals from HPGe detectors were feed into the ORTEC 672 amplifies with shaping time of 6µs, unipolar signals were feed into the Quanta 7072 analogue-to-digital converters (ADCs) which have a fixed conversion time of 500ns. Anode signals from BGOs were combined and sent to an ORTEC 579 timing filter amplifier and generate gates via Lecroy 621 and ORTEC 416A and then feed into the 7002 ADCs for signal conversion rejection. We encountered spurious gamma-ray peaks issues when associating pile-up gates from amplifier with the ADCs, therefore, no pile-up rejection was employed. A set of twelve one-gram uranium gamma-ray standards (ranging from depleted uranium (DU) to highly enriched uranium (HEU)) from National Bureau of Standards was used in this study along with two plutonium sources: a sealed weapon grade plutonium gamma-ray standard from plutonium inter-comparison exercise (PIDIE) [5] and a extremely pure Pu-239 (>99.94%) sample. The data were collected in various time intervals ranging from one hour to twelve hours depending on the uranium enrichment of the standards. Three Cs-137 sources of activity about 0.5-, 2-, 5-, and 10-µCi at counting time were used.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We first studied the interference due to Cs-137 source in the single measurements. Figure 4 shows a plot of 5µCi of Cs-137 source with the 93% 1g-HEU (~ 1.5E-6 µCi) standard (top), and only the 93% source (bottom). The plot already demonstrates possible problematic of performing a MGA++ unfolding using the 100-keV region. The Cs-137 backscatter also produces a bump just under the strong 186-keV gammaray from U-235 decay which can perturb analyses that use 186-keV gamma-ray information (e.g. enrichment meter, etc.). The results from MGA++ fits of three high enriched uranium standards and a depleted uranium standard are shown in Table  3 along with different strengths of Cs-137 sources. The results
show that the uranium analysis in the MGA++ is quite robust up to few µCi of Cs-137 interferences. However, at the two extrema (weapon grade and depleted uranium) when the Cs-137 interferences are of the order of 5µCi, interferences dominate.
The MGA++ algorithms also show interesting departure among the two extremes with high Cs-137 interferences: For weapon grade uranium, significant lower in the enrichment value, and for depleted uranium, significant errors. For PIDIE plutonium (450mg, ~ 25mCi, >30 year age) study, the MGA++ results are shown in Table IV . Higher (> 10µCi) Cs-137 activity is needed to degrade MGA++ results. We carried out coincidence measurements to hopefully compensate some of the deficiencies in using only the information from singles. Fig.5 shows a coincidence matrix with a highly enriched uranium standard and Fig.6 is from a depleted uranium standard, using replay routine provided by the FAST ComTec. There are several features (apart from the true coincidences) in the coincidence matrix: pile-up, random, and backscattered.
One interesting feature is in the backscatter behavior of the gamma-ray that forms an parallel to the off-diagonal line (upper left to lower right) in the x-y coincidence matrix: the electron energy deposit in the detector while gating on the backscattered photo peak will summed up to the real energy of the true incidence gamma-ray. Because of high resolution of the HPGe detection system, one can distinguish the electron energy deposited in the detector by the broad width of the peak. A typical gated coincidence gamma-ray spectrum with a gate on the 186-keV U-235 gamma-rays is shown in Figure 5 . It is important to note that the 144-163-186-205-keV gammas are in the same intensity ratios as in the singles and, therefore, are random events.
One of the immediate observed coincidence gamma rays with 186-keV is the 202-keV. By gating on each of the gamma-rays that list in the Table 2 of U-235 gamma decay, it seems for the uranium study the most promising one is the 202-186-keV pair with our system. It is possible that our system may have not optimized for some of the coincidence combinations. For U-238 coincidences even with depleted U standard, we are unable to observe any of the coincidence pairs that were listed in Table II within 12-hours of collection time. We have therefore used 185-202-keV coincidence pair for U-235 determination and using 1001-keV single gamma from U-238 determination. For the pure Pu-239 study, we are able to observe several coincidence pairs. The most practical pair under our configuration is 129-203-keV which is not on the list in Table II. We are yet to complete the rest of the studies with other plutonium samples and standards.
To characterize the U-238 in a sample, we take single spectrum and analyze the peak from the 1001-keV photon of Pa-234m, with the assumption that the sample already reached parent-daughter equilibrium. By looking at a series of known standards, one is able to characterize a particular detector setup by creating an equation relating the isotopic ratio of uranium to the ratio of events characterizing U-235 and the events characterizing U-238, the isotopic ratio of uranium can be obtained [6] . For our system, the uranium enrichment is approximately inversely proportional to (1+ 0.22* single count-rate [1001-keV]/coincidence count-rate [186-keV-202-keV pair]). This 0.22 factor is a function of: 1) absolute gamma-ray decay branching ratio, 2) self absorption, and 3) detection efficiency of the selected single and coincidence gamma-rays. Moreover, it also contained the angular-correlation geometry coefficients of the coincidence pair.
We then applied this empirical determination for highlyenriched and depleted uranium standards with the introduction of Cs-137 interferences as in Table III , the observed isotopic enrichment effects are shown in Table V . It is clearly shown that for sources without interferences, the MGA++ results from singles provide higher precisions; however, for increasing Cs-137 interferences, the coincidence results still provide a solid picture of uranium enrichment. . 
CONCLUSIONS
Using information from both single and coincidence measurements simultaneously can provide additional knowledge of the sample. This approach can be used in, for example, facilities that perform special nuclear materials accountability with two detectors (e.g., MGA++ in twodetector mode, etc.). From this study we have learned that coincidence information can be used to strengthen uranium enrichment determination. However, to what extent this method can be extended (e.g., how to use single information properly account for both attenuation and self shielding as well as detector efficiencies to the coincidence information, etc.) and used for uranium samples with various interference gamma-rays still needs further investigation. Although not investigated here, this approach may also be applied to MOX (mixed oxide) fuel with various U/Pu weight fractions and different U/Pu isotopic composition.
It is worth noting that: 1) Compton suppression provide almost no advantages in the uranium accountability studies because of the low energy characteristic behavior of the U-235 decay, although it can provide some improvement to remove Compton continuum from high-energy interfering gamma-rays, unfortunately, the Compton suppression will not be able to suppress the Compton effects from the source, 2) One of the two coincidence energy pair from U/Pu mostly is low in energy therefore the high-Z internal conversion reduces the coincidence efficiency dramatically, moreover, imposing coincidence conditions already presented a factor of ~100 (or more) reduction in the detection efficiency for almost every case in this study, and 3) Cumulative decay intensities for strong decay gamma-rays, in general, have been studied quite precisely for both uranium and plutonium, unfortunately, the gamma-ray decay branches for a given level are not quite precise, nuclear database revision is need to unfold properly the coincidence measurements. One should perform more precise studies to strengthen current nuclear database and also perform studies with careful selection of optimized gammaray detection systems to achieve an absolute determination (i.e., without perform empirical determination for a particular experimental setup) of the isotopic compositions.
